Invited Special Issue in celebration of EME’s 20th anniversary
Issue 20:4

We welcome contributions that celebrate the 20th anniversary of Explorations in Media Ecology: The official Journal of the Media Ecology Association. Contributions can come in the form of analyses, essays, poetry, art, reviews, etc.

Possible topics welcomed in the issue, but not limited to:
• Past and future trends in the journal or media ecology
• Discussion of influential articles, poetry, art, reviews
• Inspirational authors of the MEA
• Traditions kept alive by the journal and MEA

EME is a refereed journal. Strict anonymity is accorded to both authors and referees. References and citations should follow the Harvard Referencing system, and the journal otherwise follows standard British English for spelling and punctuation.

Submissions can be uploaded online at https://callisto.newgen.co/intellect/index.php/EME/submissions

Direct inquiries to
• Ernest A. Hakanen, Editor: eah22@drexel.edu
• Alexander Jenkins, Managing Editor: arj28@drexel.edu
• Gregory Loring-Albright, Editorial Assistant: gsa33@drexel.edu
• Corey Anton, Probes Editor: antonc@gvsu.edu
• Jeff Bogaczyk, Review Editor: jbobaczyk@gmail.com
• Adeena Karasick, Poetry Editor: adeenakarasick@cs.com
• Ronald Bishop, Forum Co-Editor: bishoprc@drexel.edu
• Emanuela Patti, Forum Co-Editor: empatti@gmail.com
• Michael Plugh, Pedagogy Editor: mplugh01@manhattan.edu